
Going down the Loire 

 

Go down the Loire…. As soon as the first days of fine weather arrive you see the first adventurers 

appear, dashing down to their canoes or boats. 

Going down the Loire for them is a sort of Holy Grail – just as for the walker the ultimate goal is to 

reach Mount Gerbier de Jonc or St Jacques de Compostelle. For others like Lewis and Clark, it was to 

find the Northwest Passage – two American explorers journeying to the limits of America. But 

perhaps also – as it proved for my friend Jean Luc Hiettre the co-author of '' Le Grand Fleuve '' - it is 

simply a trip through the interior of a country, an introspective contact with nature, an initiatory 

journey. This is a meeting with the waters of the river, the eddies, the bridges, the thresholds, the 

quasi-primitive bivouac on an island where you hear the sounds of nocturnal wildlife far from shore; 

far from the tumult of the cities, you perceive the indefinable lights of the dawn of time. 

These adventurers rank among the many travellers making their way up or down the Loire. Reports 

and messages, different texts and recollections like those in Turner's notebooks, are numerous; they 

appear in ‘Lagarde and Michard’ or in anthologies; others are more modest notes, artistic memories 

about a magnificent rafting by a group of tourists, perhaps an elaborate chronicle like Bernard 

Olivier’s book "Aventures en Loire". But many notebooks remain undiscovered; a dormant heritage, 

here! The following example however, if not entirely unknown, is certainly too little known. 

The recent re-issue of a famous saga of English maritime literature, the adventures of Hornblower, 

leads us to its author Cecil Scott Forester. He loved rivers; the best known of his novels is a river 

adventure ''The African Queen'' immortalized by Humphrey Bogart and Katharine Hepburn in John 

Houston's film. In fact Forester never descended the river Luangwa; but he did journey down the 

Loire. 

Now we can better understand the relationship that Hornblower establishes with the river, as in 

''Flying Colours'' a novel taking place partly on the Loire, as we accompany the hero from Nevers to 

Nantes. But first let us view the circumstances that brought Forester to our country. 

It is the summer of 1928. Cecil Scott Forester (born Cecil Louis Troughton Smith) has become a 

successful author in England following the 1926 release of "Payment Deferred ", a detective novel. It 

is also the year of his marriage with Kathleen, a hockey player, a motorcyclist and soon to be part of 

our story. She impresses her husband who knows nothing about mechanics and thus they dream up 

their honeymoon trip. 

Forester tells us how he likes to sail on the Severn, the Thames, but he feels cramped on the English 

network. Then he comes across the French 'Official Guide to Inland Navigation' '. He discovers that 

the network of French rivers and canals is interconnected; it is even possible to reach the 

Mediterranean from Rouen. The temptation is great. He has only three months, three volumes of 

the "Naval Chronicle" to read, three books in progress - including a biography of Nelson and a future 

novel "Brown on Resolution" – but this does not prevent him from convincing his publisher to 

finance this escapade which he so desires. He promises a book in return. The promise will be - as you 

will see it – kept; and indeed reiterated the following summer, on the Elbe and Oder in Germany. 

Forester opts for a low-profile "punt-built dinghy" with arches which stretch the canvas and make a 

weatherproof shelter in case of rain; a dinghy 15 feet long. As he plans to leave Rouen and go up the 

Seine, his boat will be equipped with a 4 h p Evirunde Fastwin motor. Forester knows nothing of 

combustion engines, confuses '' tarter '' with ''magneto'' or ''carburettor'' but what they give is…. 

independence. The boat will bear the name of '' Annie Marble '', the heroine of his recent success. 



I will pass over the adventures occasioned by the transport of this boat from London to Rouen, 

administrative and customs procedures. Note that he waited several weeks in Rouen, which allowed 

him to finish (at the hotel) one of his novels. He finally arrived by train from Dieppe having spent 

eight days Dieppe-to-Rouen and three weeks from London. 

If they are worried when they discover the difficulties of launching or of starting the engine, they are 

never discouraged - in the novels of Hornblower there is always a solution. The journey traced is the 

following: up the Seine up to St Mammes (with the Paris-crossing they had dreamed of) then the 

Canal du Loing, then the Orléans canal, and so to the Loire. The dream of the Loire, to be navigated 

down to Nantes, there to re-embark "Annie Marble" for future adventures. This story is a travel 

diary, there is a map with each stopover noted, the number of nights spent on board, a few photos 

including a couple of welcoming locks, and finally the expenses incurred to the near shilling. 

During their journey, they camped on the bank, refuelling at farms, discovering locks, riverside 

residents and the monotony of the canals. Keen as they are to arrive on the Loire, they know little of 

its navigability. Near the village of Lorris (in the Loiret) they make a bad manoeuvre and the Evirunde 

motor gives up the ghost - Forester has another sent from England via his sister. 

They are dazzled by the wide landscapes of the Loire and the light of the 1928 summer, on the river. 

"Then, for the first time, the Loire, our dearest love, the most delightful river in Europe, broke upon 

our gaze.  

The first impression was one of radiant blue and gold. The river was most intensely blue, as blue as 

the sky overhead. At the sides, and dotted here and there in the middle, were banks and beaches of 

golden sand, really golden. At the other side of this vast expanse of colour towered tall green cliffs. 

The whole effect was one of airy freedom; emerging into that three-quarter mile wide river from that 

dark narrow canal was like coming into sunlight from a railway tunnel. A little wind blew on our faces 

and ruffled our hair, and we gazed over that paradise of blue and gold and drank great gulps of air as 

if we were prisoners just set free from a dungeon. 

They were to be surprised to see few boats and even fewer 'tourists' – the latter, mainly English with 

the exception of the ''Fleur de Mai '' the Parisian boat with which they share a few locks before their 

engine fails. 

Forester emphasizes the generosity, and the curiosity which the people of the river show both for 

their boat and for their clothing. An old lady asked Kathleen where her stockings and hats were, and 

what she was wearing on her nose. She had never seen sunglasses or a woman in shorts, and had 

certainly never seen a woman outside without a hat or a pair of stockings. 

One can imagine the anguish born of inexperience when one must enters under the arches of the 

bridge against whose piers the water boils. They discover the shallow depth of the river and the 

‘epis’. They check their dictionary and are surprised by the name ''agronomic'' given to these strange 

constructions. 

This trip leaves its mark on Forester and he recalls it in several parts of the Hornblower saga. In 'Lord 

Hornblower' it is in the meandering Seine that a clandestine operation takes place; in ‘Mr 

Midshipman Hornblower’ the action takes place in the estuary of the Gironde. In ''Flying Colours” 

(1938) the Loire plays its part too: - 

Hornblower, who has to get to Paris under escort, escapes with two of his men not far from the Bec 

d’Allier. They find refuge in a castle where under the protection of the monarchist Comte de Graçay 

they spend the whole winter. They do not leave until spring. 

 



Chapter 11. 

The big green Loire was shrinking to its summer level. Hornblower had seen its floods and its ice 

come and go, had seen the willows at its banks almost submerged, but now it was back safely in its 

wide bed, with a hint of gold-brown gravel exposed on either bank. The swift green water was clear 

now, instead of turbid, and under the blue sky the distant reaches were blue as well, in charming 

contrast with the spring-time emerald of the valley and the gold of its banks. 

Ludwig Heuse, chairman of the Cecil Scott Forester Society, did some research. While sailing on the 

Loire, he was able to locate the castle which Forester could have taken inspiration from, near 

Nevers; it is the Castle of Four de Vaux in Varennes-Vauzelles in the Nièvre, near the Bec d’Allier. We 

now know where the fictitious Count de Graçay resided, even if Forester never actually visited it. 

It was from this castle that Hornblower and two of his men set out to travel down the Loire as far as 

Nantes, in a punt which very much resembles the Annie Marble. The descriptions and impressions 

were self-evidently gathered ten years earlier during the "Voyage". 

The mist had entirely vanished now, and the hot sun bore with it all of the promise of those splendid 

spring days of central France... 

The river channel here was much divided by islands each bordered by a rim of golden gravel; it was 

Hornblower’s business to select what appeared to be the most navigable channel – no easy task. 

Shallows appeared mysteriously right in the centre of what appeared to be the main stream; over 

these the clear green water ran faster and faster and shallower and shallower until the bottom of the 

boat was grating on the pebbles…  

Brown and Hornblower, trousers rolled to the knees, had to get out and haul the boat a hundred 

yards over a barely covered bank before finding water deep enough. Hornblower thanked his stars 

that he had decided on having built the boat flat-bottomed – a keel would have been a hampering 

nuisance. 

As one might say in modern parlance: ''He leads the life... ''. In the next chapter, all ambiguity is 

lifted; he expresses himself as if he were rereading his logbook. 

These days on the Loire were pleasant, and every day was more pleasant than the one preceding… All 

the manifold details of the journey helped towards this very desirable end… Selecting a course 

between the golden sandbanks of the river; stepping out overside to haul the boat over when his 

judgement was incorrect; finding a lonely island on which to camp at night; drifting past the gravel 

dredgers and the rare fishing parties… there were always trifles to occupy the mind… 

Hornblower passes the towns of the Loire en route to Nantes - the same cities that are found with 

almost identical notes in "The Voyage of the Annie Marble": - 

Orleans was hardly out of sight before they reached Beaugency, with its interminable bridge of 

countless arches and its strange square tower… The river was blue and gold and green. The rocks 

above Nevers were succeeded by the gravel banks of the middle reaches, and now the gravel gave 

way to sand, golden sand amid the shimmering blue of the river whose water was a clear green 

overside. All the contrasted greens delighted Hornblower’s eyes, the green of the never-ending 

willows, of the vineyards and the cornfields and the meadows. 

The descriptions of the Loire and of the towns the fugitives pass, continue as far as Nantes where 

military and romantic action come back into play with the taking of the HMS ‘Witch of Endor’. 

If, like a true witch, this travel narrative does not bode well for the future and does not show signs of 

Forester's future successes, nevertheless it is this text that brings together  images for the future 

river-scenes in "Flying Colours” - the third volume, which launches the series at the outbreak of war. 



If the sea held centre stage in Forester's work, the Loire (just as Danièle Sallenave describes it) 

foreshadowed it. Consider in particular '' African Queen'; it is no longer the Forester couple who sail 

on the Loire, rather the fictitious couple Rose Sayer and Charlie Allnutt who go down the River 

Luangwa -  or Katharine Hepburn and Humphrey Bogart if you prefer. 

How many lovers of our river are there, who have surveyed it, sailed down it or revisited it for no 

apparent reason, only to live once more as they come in to contact with its current again? Will we 

ever know? Some have fulfilled their impressions with their writing - but how many sketchbooks and 

newspapers still sleep in our official or family archives? One example of this was a notebook I came 

across, where a little girl describes and illustrates her first steam-voyage. She tells of this amazing 

day when, like the 'African Queen' descending the Luangwa River, she travels from Nantes to Angers; 

an incessant wind, a dreadful racket and smoke-surrounded passengers in their immaculate Sunday 

dress. 

In our memories and in novels, we hide things we have seen and the spontaneous feelings that 

enrich the memory and the soul of the Loire. This is a new angle for research into our river heritage. 

Unrehearsed narratives, drawings, travel journals - sometimes naive, mere outlines perhaps, but 

certainly scenes and sketches we have lived and experienced, however remote. 

This summer, settling down in the evening, reading Hornblower or meeting river-bank people, it is 

not God or the devil that fail. It is not by chance that the adventures of summer, strong and infused 

by the waves of this good river, uncover the flamboyant notebooks of some unknown Loire-native. 

Let this be a prelude to a larger project, an enthusiastic collection, so that the fields of research on 

our heritage are widened to everything seen and spontaneously related: just like the diary of that 

little girl. 

Quite a project... 

 

Serge Aillery 
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